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A serial killer stalks the streets of Savannah.... Homicide detective Elise Sandburg and her partner,

profiler David Gould, are all too familiar with the terrible costs of chasing evil. Despite their wounded

psyches, the detectives delve into the deranged killer's twisted mind, determined to unravel the

clues in the taunts he leaves behind. A city gripped by fear.... When his daughter becomes the

killer's next victim, a grief-stricken mayor comes down hard on the police, demanding that they

catch the psychopath - now. Feeling the pressure, department officials enlist the aid of both Elise's

estranged father and an FBI profiler who has unresolved business with David. A cunning and

elusive madman.... In a heart-pounding race to stop the next homicide, the detectives uncover their

own role in the madman's deadly game. Will they outsmart the killer before another horrific murder

takes place in their beautiful city? Or have Elise and David finally met their match?
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A special thank you to Thomas & Mercer and NetGalley for an ARC in exchange for an honest

review.Anne Frasier delivers the third in the gritty and edgy (Elise Sandburg Series) crime thriller,

PRETTY DEAD. Taking readers to the mysterious southern Savannah, Georgiaâ€” a dynamic duo,

with a past of their own--Homicide detective Elise Sandburg and partner/profiler, David

Gould.Savannah had a reputation for being weird. The city embraced it, with ghost tours and the

ongoing stigma attached to Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil. However, it was a city of

historic beauty and culture. A little of good and evil. â€œBeneath beauty lie many dark deeds.â€•A



deranged, psycho-evil, and twisted serial killer is out there, and these two are determined to track

him down, no matter the dangers or obstacles. Will he outsmart this team? Have they met their

match?As the book opens, we meet a serial killer, hooked on death. The more he kills, the more he

wanted to do so. Addiction to the quest for pleasure. The high. He needed variety so as not to be

bored. Since he is sick of snow in Philadelphia, he is looking for warmer weatherâ€”Savannah

seems like a good choice, so he makes his plan.Elise Sandburg had been made head detective of

Savannah Police Department and he was looking at a photo of her taken in a cemetery behind the

police department. She was attractive and the man beside of her, David Gouldâ€”a handsome man.

His favorite type â€“ twenty-something, dark-haired males-younger versions of Gould. He likes to do

them and then kill them. Since he was an opportunistic killer, in order to play against type, he

sometimes went for females. Of course, they were not his drug of choice.What comes first, the killer

or the kill?
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